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GOOD BEHAVIOR AWARDS
This month we were able to award our  

primary students that were well 

behaved. Our students are the best of 

the best so when they go above and 

beyond to help their classmates and 

teachers, set good examples and create 

a fun atmosphere we want to celebrate 

them.  This is one of the ways we are 

teaching and encouraging kids to bring 

out their best. 

MODEL UN 
This November our students were able 
to host our second annual Model UN 
project. We had students representing 
nations from all over the world. They 
were tackling the world issue of 
Education. It was amazing to see our 
students research and then present with 
such confidence on the matter. Our 
students are learning how to 
communicate effectively, understand 
others perspectives and compromise for 
the greater goal.

PRINCE OF WALES VISITS
Kumasi had the privilege to host the 

Prince of Wales and the Duchess of 

Cornwall in early November. Some of 

our students were invited to attend the 

ceremony and read to the Duchess. 

This was such a privilege and honor. 

We are so thankful for this 

opportunity to expose our students to 

other cultures and give them the 

ability to meet some leaders in other 

countries.

DISTINCTION AWARDS
We are so excited to recognize our students that 

went above and beyond  in the 2018 Cambridge 

exams  and present them with distinction awards.  

We had 40 students that achieved distinction in 2 

or more subjects.  Each term we have been able to 

improve on the number of students we are 

recognizing. This is a reflection of the diligence our 

students have and the efforts our teachers are 

putting forth to set all of ICS students up for 

success.
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ACCRA HIGH SCHOOL CAMPUS
OPENS
November was a big month for our schools in Accra! We are
so excited to announce the opening of our High School
campus in Ogbojo. Our fully air conditioned and spacious
classrooms offer students a conducive learning environment.
Each classroom takes a maximum of 18 students which allows
teachers to have one-on-one interactions with them.  
We have a modern ICT lab where students learn essential
skills like typing, coding and design. Our science lab is fully
functional with all the necessary laboratory equipment. 
We have a large cafeteria which also serves as a multipurpose
hall where assembly and other school gatherings are held. 
Our campus is equipped with 24/7 internet connectivity.  
The Generator set allows for uninterrupted power supply. 
Our spacious car park caters for the needs of all our parents
and guests. If you are yet to visit the campus we highly
recommend you do and we hope you love it as much as we do! 

I’m not telling you it’s going to be easy- I'm
telling you it’s going to be worth it. 

 
-Art Williams 

COLOR TEAMS: SPORTS DAY 
On Friday the 23rd we had our annual Color 
teams sports day. Students were able to take a 
break from their uniform and rigorous studies 
to compete in a multitude of sports. Everyone 
was dressed in their teams colors and 
supporting anyone who stepped onto the 
playing field. Activities ranged from sack 
races, football, basketball, and even some foot 
races. It was a great day of seeing kids working 
together and cheering each other on. 
Teamwork makes the dream work.

CAREER DAY

Our Pre- School was able to get
creative and allow our students
to dream of their futures. We
had kids arrive as doctors,
nurses, lawyers, teachers and so
on. We even had some pastors
that were in attendance. It was
amazing to hear about all the
dreams our little ones have and
the ways they want to give back
to community when they grow
older. 
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“Bringing out the best in me.” This theme was chosen specifically for 
this year so as to be a constant reminder for all of us to be the best we 
can be in all the areas we find ourselves in.  Commitment and passion 
are two crucial qualities of true leaders. Students and teachers alike 
must be committed and passionate about their responsibilities for 
success to be realised. Looking at many of our great leaders, these two 
qualities steered them to excellence. For ICS students, I urge you all to 
be committed to your studies first and foremost. Be disciplined and 
work hard. Always remember as stated by Marcia Wieder, that 
commitment always leads to action and that action brings your 
dreams closer.  What this simply means is that if you do not have a 
dream, then passion and commitment will always be illusive.  As 
Vince Lombardi said, “Most people fail not because of lack of desire 
but because of lack of commitment”.  I therefore encourage all our 
students to have a goal or goals to focus on since this is what will give 
them the passion and the reason to remain committed and passionate 
to all that they do here in school. I wish our students all the best as 
they prepare for their end of term examinations. 
 
Ms Lucy Ayodo 
Principal ICS 


